
Design Criteria
 
Required Elements: 
-Abbreviation: CamRuss,  
-Full name,  
-Est.1999 
 
Use of Symbols: 
Cultural symbols of Cambeidge  
University culture and traditions.
-Coat of Arms,
-Arch,
-Window,
-Stonemasonery,
-Cambrige Blue,
-Bridge,
-Architecture. 

Cultural symbols of western 
Russian culture, education, 
art, science. 
-Faberge Egg, 
National Colours.

Unifying symbols: 
-wIndow / knowlege, 
-coat of arms / society.

Concept 
 
Versatility 
The logo is designed to serve as a versatile visual mark representing 
CamRuss and its diverse needs. A society is comprised of members 
and is subject to change/evolution as the members come and go. The 
logo addresses the issue of modern day life, a reality in which national 
boundaries do not prohibit people from studying and working abroad 
for prolonged periods of time. A reality in which nationalism can only 
serve to promote culture and not create barriers between people. 
This is done by avoiding any steriotypical symbols as graphic elements 
of the logo. The logo is clean, modern, and versatile in its applications.
 
The shield (coat of arms ) serves as a place holder (frame) for multiple 
visual elements/symbols of both Russian culture and Cambridge 
University.  
 
Ideally the images inside the shield can be frequently changed 
without compromising the recognizability of the logo/mark. This 
shows that a culture can be defined by many diverse element and not 
just one steriotype.



Black and WhiteColour



Using negative speace





Egxample of use on the website



Date: April 7, 2014

Welcome to the Russian-speaking community in Cambridge, UK!

Some of us are native Russians; for others Russian is the second language; and some are only 
thinking of learning it. However, we all have common interests in various aspects of Russian 
culture, history, art and life.

We usually meet about once a month for enthralling talks and invigorating discussions; 
refreshing walks in the woods or strolls in the fens; inspiring concerts and poetry nights; 
elevating parties, discos, films and much more… Some of our events are held IN ENGLISH, to 
cater for those whose Russian is not up to scratch (yet).

Please feel free to pop in – you don’t need to be a member of CamRuSS in order to attend our 
meetings. Anybody can join CamRuSS, regardless of your ethnicity, nationality or command 
of Russian!

You are also welcome to subscribe to our free electronic newsletter that is usually issued once a 
week or once a fortnight IN ENGLISH (subscription form in the top right-hand corner).

Please do send us any questions, comments, suggestions and ideas. You can either go to 
Contacts and fill in the form, or send us an e-mail: info@camruss.com. CamRuSS team would 
be delighted to hear from you!


